
 Staking Service Agreement 

 You agree to use/activate the Staking Services provided by MAX Digital 

 Assets exchange (hereinafter referred to as the “MAX”). You hereby agree to 

 carefully read this Staking Service Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the 

 “Agreement”) prior to you using/activating the Service. You also agree and 

 fully understand the content of the Agreement as following: 

 1.  You agree and understand that you have already reviewed and read the 

 descriptions and content of relevant materials of the Service prior to using 

 the Service. You have cautiously assessed your own situation and your 

 risk tolerance under the premise that you understand various kinds of 

 investment risks before your decision of whether to use the Service. 

 2.  You agree and understand that MAX only accepts your authorization and 

 acts only as an agent to provide this Service based on your authorization 

 accordingly; MAX does not provide any investment management 

 regarding this Service. You authorize and commission MAX to put the 

 specific crypto amounts that are transferred by you (hereinafter referred to 

 as the “transferred amount”) on your behalf into the staking mechanism 

 and to provide validation service of the specific kind of crypto’s consensus 

 system  (hereinafter referred to as the “PoS mechanism”) when you tick 

 the box of agree to this Agreement. 

 3.  You agree and understand that you shall pass the real-name 

 authentication in order to authorize MAX and to use or activate the Service 

 hereof. In addition, you shall also comply with any other requirements or 

 limitations from MAX based on MAX’s internal risk control measures or 

 other qualification threshold.  MAX may terminate this Service or this 

 Agreement in the event that you fail to pass the real-name authentication, 

 the internal control mechanism or other requirements of MAX. 

 4.  You agree and understand that the Service has related risks (including but 

 not limited to smart-contract risks, security risks, market risks, operational 

 risks as validators, slippage, impermanent loss and the fluctuation of 

 yield). These related risks will all affect the expected return of the Service 
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 when you authorize MAX on your behalf to participate in the PoS 

 mechanism; the related risks might also cause all or partial loss of your 

 transferred amount. MAX does not undertake or guarantee any profits 

 and/or minimum earnings of the Service or make other similar 

 undertakings in terms of the expected return of the Service. You agree to 

 evaluate cautiously before using/ activating this Service and understand 

 the risks mentioned above. 

 5.  When you use/activate this Service, you agree and understand that 

 specific kind of staking crypto, the minimum and maximum of staking 

 amount, the expected return of the specific crypto currency, the 

 percentage of service fees charged, the handling period of staking and 

 unstaking, the period of expected return of each currency, the cycle period 

 of issuing yield of this Service and any other detailed information of this 

 Service shall subject to the relevant pages of the Service. 

 6.  You agree and understand that once you activate staking hereof, you can 

 only unstake until MAX completes the process of staking your transferred 

 amount into the PoS mechanism, as well as further conditions specified in 

 the relevant pages of this Service show “Staked”. 

 7.  You agree and understand that all expected returns mentioned in the 

 Service are referred to as annualized returns (a year hereof amounts to 

 365 days). All expected returns of the Service are solely estimated and 

 subject to changes at any time. 

 8.  This Service  will be eligible for yield accrual  after 24 hours once MAX 

 successfully stakes your transferred amount into the PoS mechanism.  The 

 yield of this Service  will be accrued and distributed according to the 

 realized return of this Service by the distribution schedules declared in the 

 relevant materials of the Service.. 

 9.  You agree and understand that MAX will charge you service fees by 

 certain percentage of the yield generated from your transferred amount in 

 the event you choose to acquire the yield by the original currency of the 

 staking transferred amount; provided however, MAX may waives its rights 

 to ask for service fees hereof if you choose to acquire the yield by MAX 

 Token (MAXT). The amount of MAXT you are entitled to acquire as yield of 
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 this Service shall be calculated according to the elaboration of relevant 

 pages of this Service and converted based on the amount of the yield 

 generated from your transferred amount. 

 10.  You agree and understand each transferred amount for staking is distinct 

 from the others. You can only unstake the entire amount in terms of the 

 specific transferred amount that you staked in this Service, partial 

 unstaking is not permitted.  The handling period of unstaking shall be 

 subject to the elaboration on the relevant pages of this Service set forth in 

 Article 5 herein. 

 11.  You agree and understand that  MAX  may suspend the  Service or 

 terminate or cancel the Agreement at any time if necessary (including but 

 not limited to the situation set forth in Article 3 hereof). MAX will transfer 

 the total amount (your original transferred amount and the yield generated 

 and calculated up to the date of the Service suspension, termination, or 

 the Agreement cancellation, then the sum of foregoing less the service 

 fees according to Article 8 herein shall be transferred to your wallet 

 address on MAX. 

 12.  You agree and understand that MAX does not undertake or guarantee any 

 profits and/or minimum earnings of the Service or make other similar 

 undertakings in terms of the expected return, profits or earnings. 

 13.  You agree and understand that MAX reserves the right, at its sole 

 discretion, to modify the Agreement at any time without prior notice. 

 14.  You agree and understand that the elaboration of this Agreement or this 

 Service only lists general risks and is not inclusive of  all risk factors of this 

 Service. Prior to using or activating this Service,  you shall make planning 

 and risk assessment of your own crypto assets upon using the Service. 

 You also agree to cope with your own crypto assets with caution and not 

 exceed the risk level that you are able to bear to avoid unendurable risk 

 deemed by you by hastily using the Service. 

 15.  You agree and understand that your behavior of using the Service is 

 bound by both the Agreement herein and MAX Terms of Use because you 

 simultaneously use MAX’s services when you activate the Service hereof. 
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 16.  The Agreement is governed by and will be construed according to the laws 

 of the Republic of China (including but not limited to the validity, 

 interpretation, construction, performance, and enforcement of the 

 Agreement, or any disputes or controversies arising from or related to the 

 Agreement). Any dispute, controversy, difference, or claim arising out of, 

 relating to, or in connection with the Agreement, or the breach, 

 termination, or invalidity thereof, shall be subject to the exclusive 

 jurisdiction of the Taipei District Court. 
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